
HOTELS IN PROXIMITY OF LUISS UNIVERSITY CAPACITY

A Albani Hotel / via Adda, 45 154

C Beverly Hills/largo Benedetto Marcello,220 183

D Cicerone Hotel/via Cicerone,55/C 292

F Leonardi/Gallia Hotel/via di Santa Maria M.,143 33

G Leonardi/Hermitage Ht./via E. Vajna, 12 99

H Leonardi/Torino Hotel/ via Principe Amedeo, 8 108

I Leonardi/Viminale Hotel/via Cesare Balbo, 31 53

J Panama Garden Hotel/ via Salaria, 336 47

L Regent & Ritz Hotels/ via Domenico Chelini ,41 300

M The Duke Hotel/ via Archimede, 69 80

O Alexandra Hotel/ via Veneto, 18 60

P Delle Muse Hotel/ via Tommaso Salvini, 18 58

Q Best Western Rivoli Hotel/via T. Taramelli, 7 59

R Astrid Hotel/ L.go A. Sarti, 4 40

S Mangili Hotel/ via Mangili, 31 12

LUISS
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Hotel Albani  **** 

Hotel Albani Roma is in 

the midst of Parioli-

Salario, a quiet and 

elegant residential area. It 

is perfect for a break after 

business and the location 

allows decent nights sleep 

away from all the noise in 

the historical center.

BUS 360 5 STOPS 1,4 KM

Grand Hotel Beverly Hills**** 

Close to Villa Borghese 

and Via Veneto, the hotel 

offers dignified and 

exclusive surroundings. 

The stylish restaurant of 

our hotel in Rome offers 

both regional and 

international cuisine.

1 KM walking distance

Hotel Cicerone**** 

The Cicerone Hotel is located 

in one of the most exclusive 

districts in Rome, literally a 

few steps from Piazza del 

Popolo, the Spanish steps, 

Piazza Navona and the 

Vatican city. In spite of its 

large size the hotel is very 

warm and welcoming 

providing a very comfortable 

environment for guests. 

4,3 KM BUS 913 3 STOPS + 

TRAM 19 9 STOPS
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Hotel Leonardi/ 

Gallia****

Hotel Gallia is set in a nice 

building of the end of XIX 

century, situated in the 

historical center in front of 

Santa Maria Maggiore 

Basilica and very close to 

Coliseum and Fori Imperiali. 

Completely and elegantly 

renewed Hotel Gallia 

reopened in 1999. Offers  a 

rich buffet breakfast served 

in a nice breakfast-room, a 

library Bar and a charming 

rooftop terrace. 

4,5 KM BUS 360 13 STOPS

Hotel Leonardi/ Hermitage****

Situated in one of the most 

elegant neighborhoods in 

Rome, it is advantageously 

positioned 100 meters from 

Viale Parioli and less than a 

couple of kilometers from the 

city centre. The Grand Hotel 

Hermitage is a jewel of 

hospitality: more than 30 years 

in the hospitality sector.

Hotel Leonardi/

Torino**** 

Hotel Torino is a beautiful four 

stars hotel set in an elegant 

building meticulously restored, 

close to the Santa Maria 

Maggiore Basilica, the Opera 

House and the ancient heart of 

the Eternal City.  The Hotel 

Torino has 7 floors and a 

beautiful panoramic terrace, 

served by an elevator. The rich 

buffet breakfast is included in 

the rates.

Hotel Viminale Rome is 

situated in the oldest 

archaeological area of Rome, 

with his stylish Liberty building 

is situated very close to Santa 

Maria  basilica, Coliseum and 

Forum Imperials. It’s pleasant 

and comfortable setting, 

embellished by wonderful 

furniture and artworks, offers 

an extraordinary stay .The Roof 

Garden offers a splendid view 

of Rome’s historical centre.Hotel Viminale****
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Hotel Panama 

Garden****

Hotel Panama Garden enjoys a 

peaceful location in Rome’s most 

exclusive area, near Villa Ada Park and 

within easy reach of the historic centre 

. Surrounded by private gardens, it is 

the perfect place to escape after a 

busy day of sightseeing or business. 

This comfortable boutique hotel has a 

total of 47 guestrooms. All the rooms 

are in classic style, updated with 

modern design details and amenities 

including satellite television (with free 

Sky programs), air conditioning, free 

Wi-Fi internet connection.

Hotel Regent **** - Ritz Hotel ****

The hotel Regent is located in the elegant Parioli quarter. It is situated just 

a few minutes from the historical centre in the immediate vicinity of via 

Veneto, Galleria Borghese. 

Located in the fashionable Parioli district of central Rome, the Grand Hotel 

Ritz is a luxury Four-Star hotel. The local area not only contains most of the 

embassies in Rome, it is also full of exclusive restaurants and bars, 

countless boutiques and independent stores. 
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The Duke Hotel ****

The Duke Hotel lies in the 

heart of the splendid and 

highly exclusive area in the 

centre of Rome. Situated 

next to the park of Villa 

Borghese , Piazza del 

Poppolo,  Spanish Steps.

The Hotel is a quiet and 

private place to return 

after a day of exploring the 

city's many attractions or 

doing business. Alexandra Hotel 

***

The Alexandra Hotel is a cozy and 

luxurious family run establishment, 

which is located in the heart of 

Rome on the renowned Via Veneto, 

whom many will remember as the 

backdrop for Federico Fellini's most 

famous movie La Dolce Vita. The 

property is therefore minutes away 

from some of the spectacular sights 

of the Eternal City, such as the 

Spanish Steps, the Trevi fountain, 

Piazza Navona and the charming 

Villa Borghese park.

Hotel delle Muse ***

Hotel delle Muse is located in 

the elegant, lushly-vegetated, 

quiet, residential area of 

Parioli.

Recently-renovated, the hotel 

offers relaxing, comfortable 

accommodations within easy 

reach of the city center.
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Hotel Astrid is a stone’s throw 

from the historical center of 

Rome. The hotel is ideally 

located  to discover the Foro 

Italico and Flaminio area. The 

family owned Hotel Astrid Rome 

perfectly combines warm 

Roman hospitality with the 

highest international hotel 

standards. Enjoy enchanting 

views from Hotel Astrid, over 

the Tevere river and the ancient 

monuments of Rome including 

St Peter's dome. On the sunny 

days our guests can experience 

the beautiful panorama while 

are having their breakfast on the 

terrace.

Hotel Astrid *** 
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Hotel S.Costanza ***

Rome, Via XXI Aprile, 4, 00162, Rome, Italy.

The Hotel Santa Costanza Rome is a 3 Star, which offers everything you, as a guest will 

require – a great location, affordable prices, security and comfort. In fact we have 

recently had a complete renovation so now our traditional and friendly ambiance is 

complimented by the addition of contemporary comfort for the modern traveller. 


